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The security of payment problem

The Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 was enacted in New South Wales by the government in response to calls for a solution to a major problem that plagues the construction industry — not being paid in full and on time for work done on construction projects. In Australia, it was New South Wales that was ‘first to market’ with its own model of statutory adjudication for the building and construction industry.

The overarching purpose of the NSW Act was, and remains, to reform payment behaviour in the construction industry. But how does a government know whether its legislation is achieving its purpose? For the most part, this is achieved by empirically monitoring its effectiveness against pre-determined performance measures.

Role of research

Governments are greatly assisted in their attempts to devise and implement effective policies by drawing upon reliable empirical research. Reliance on verifiable information based on sound research design and execution, rather than on unverifiable anecdotal-based assertions, is paramount.

It was with this in mind that, in August 2011, the Department of Finance & Services formed a partnership with the Faculty of the Built Environment in The University of New South Wales to establish the Adjudication Research + Reporting Unit (‘the ARRU’).

The purposes of the ARRU are, firstly, to undertake and to report on research on key aspects of security of payment in the building and construction industry. And, secondly, to provide the Government with regular progress reports on adjudication activity in New South Wales based on data provided by the Authorised Nominating Authorities to the Department. This Partnership has so far enabled the Department to publish its Quarterly Adjudication Activity Reports covering the financial year ending June 2012.

Annual Adjudication Activity Progress Report

This Annual Adjudication Activity Report builds on the results set out in the Quarterly Reports by providing key findings and commentary on adjudication trends emerging in the New South Wales construction industry.

Who will benefit from reported information?

The Government now has reliable data and analysis showing the detailed performance of the New South Wales statutory adjudication system.

The information should be of considerable interest to various construction industry stakeholders, including major contractors and subcontractors, trade and industry associations, as well as the many legal and adjudication practitioners and other industry professionals, and, of course, the international academic community.

Other States and Territories that have enacted their own versions of statutory adjudication may find the Report invaluable in developing their own model for adjudication activity reporting and for assessing differences and arguments over comparative legislative systems.
New South Wales was the first Australian jurisdiction to introduce industry-specific ‘security of payment’ legislation for the building and construction industry. The Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 (NSW) (‘the NSW Act’) was assented to on 5 October 1999 and commenced on 26 March 2000. As at 10 December 2011, all Australian States and Territories had commenced comparable legislation for the building and construction industry. All but two Australian jurisdictions have based their security of payment legislation on the NSW Act.

The term security of payment refers to ‘the entitlement of contractors, subcontractors, consultants or suppliers in the contractual chain to receive payment due under the terms of their contract from the party higher in the chain’ [1]. The security of payment problem refers to ‘the consistent failure in the building and construction industry to ensure that participants are paid in full and on time for the work they have done, even though they have a contractual right to be paid’ [2].

The purpose of the NSW Act is to counter the well-reported tactic of many in the industry unfairly and unduly devaluing, delaying or withholding payment due under a construction contract. According to the NSW Government: ’[i]t is all too frequently the case that small subcontractors, such as bricklayers, carpenters, electricians and plumbers do not get paid for their work. Many of them cannot survive financially when that occurs with severe consequences to themselves and their families’ [3].

To recover payments due under a construction contract, the claiming party (called the ‘claimant’) has generally relied on one or more traditional dispute resolution processes, such as arbitration or litigation. However, the prohibitive costs and time delays involved in recovering payment under these processes has led many in the industry to abandon their right to payment and move onto other projects in order to maintain cash flow – as it is often said: ’cash flow is the lifeblood of the construction industry’.

The object of the NSW Act is to ensure that any person who undertakes to carry out construction work (or who undertakes to supply related goods and services) under a construction contract is entitled to receive, and is able to recover, progress payments in relation to the carrying out of that work and the supplying of those goods and services.

The NSW Act introduced new statutory rights for claiming parties, such as: a right to progress payments; a right to interest on late payments; a right to suspend work; and a right of lien. The NSW Act renders void ‘pay-when-paid’ clauses in construction contracts, and the parties cannot contract out of the Act. The NSW Act also introduced a unique and rapid form of ‘adjudication’, which is a speedy and a relatively inexpensive mechanism for resolving payment disputes on an interim basis.

‘Adjudication’ is a process that involves an independent third-party (called the ‘adjudicator’) making an interim determination as to the amount of progress payment to be paid for work done, or related goods or services supplied, under a construction contract.

The adjudication procedures and timeframes are strict and governed solely by the NSW Act. An adjudicator’s determination, whilst not final, is binding on the parties until the dispute is finally resolved, perhaps by private agreement or by a court.

In NSW, if the paying party (called the ‘respondent’) does not pay the adjudicated amount by the relevant date, the adjudicator’s determination is capable of being registered as a judgement in a court of competent jurisdiction via a process prescribed under the NSW Act. Once registered, the adjudicator’s determination is enforceable in the same way as a judgement of a court.

If at a later stage the respondent applies to the court to have the judgment set aside, the respondent will not be entitled to bring a cross-claim against the claiming party, or raise any defence in relation to matters arising under the construction contract, or challenge the determination by the adjudicator (other than on grounds allowed by a court). In addition, the respondent must pay into court as security the unpaid portion of the adjudicated amount pending the outcome of the court proceeding.

In September 2010, the New South Wales Government released a discussion paper for consideration by stakeholders in the NSW construction industry on the operation of the NSW Act. The discussion paper pointed to difficulties being experienced by claimants in securing payment from respondents after adjudication. This situation was seen as having the effect of defeating the object of the NSW Act by increasing the odds of claimants falling into insolvency.

As a result, the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Amendment Act 2010 (NSW) (‘2010 Amendment Act’) was introduced by the NSW Parliament. The 2010 Amendment Act was assented to on 29 November 2010 and commenced on 28 February 2011. Under the 2010 amendments to the NSW Act, if a claiming party elects to go to adjudication, they may elect to serve a ‘payment withholding request’ on the respondent’s client so as to ‘freeze’ sufficient moneys up the contractual chain pending the outcome of adjudication. The effect of this procedure is similar to obtaining an attachment order under s.14 of the Contractors Debts Act 1997 (NSW).

The rationale behind the 2010 Amendment Act is that if the respondent’s ability to use money received from the Principal on account of the claimant’s work is removed then the incentive to wrongfully withhold payment is reduced and the chance of recovery of the adjudicated amount is increased. New South Wales is the first jurisdiction to introduce this protection.
**Adjudication Activity Data – 2011/12**

**Key Activity Data**

- A total of 1,112 adjudication applications were lodged, with 779 determinations released to the parties.
- All regions and sub-regions of NSW recorded adjudication activity during 2011/12.
- 74% of the total number of determinations released were made in respect of small-value claims (i.e., claims for less than $100,000). In these cases, adjudicators awarded, on average, about 84% of the claimed amount, with 62% of these claimants being awarded the full amount claimed.
- 20% of the total number of determinations released were made in respect of medium-value claims (i.e., claims for $100,000 to less than $500,000). In these cases, adjudicators awarded, on average, about 63% of the claimed amount, with 33% of these claimants being awarded the full amount claimed.
- 7% of the total number of determinations released were made in respect of high-value claims (i.e., claims for $500,000 or greater). In these cases, adjudicators awarded, on average, about 44% of the claimed amount, with less than 2% of these claimants being awarded the full amount claimed.

---

**Fig. 1: Adjudication Applications by region (State-wide)† 2011/12**

- 79.2% - Sydney
- 4.3% - Illawarra
- 6.6% - Hunter
- 1.9% - Richmond-Tweed
- 0.5% - Mid-North Coast
- 1.2% - Northern
- 1.2% - North Western
- 2.6% - Central West
- 0.9% - South Eastern
- 0.4% - Murrumbidgee
- 0.8% - Murray
- 0.2% - Far West

**Fig. 2: Adjudication Applications by region (Sydney-wide)† 2011/12**

- 25.8% - Inner Sydney
- 14.7% - Eastern Suburbs
- 6.7% - St George-Sutherland
- 5.5% - Canterbury-Bankstown
- 3.9% - Fairfield-Liverpool
- 2.1% - Outer South Western
- 4.3% - Inner Western
- 7.0% - Central Western
- 3.2% - Outer Western
- 4.1% - Blacktown
- 8.6% - Lower Northern
- 4.6% - Central Northern
- 5.9% - Northern Beaches
- 3.5% - Gosford-Wyong

† Region classification based on the Australian Standard Geographical Classification (ASGC) for NSW and Sydney (Statistical Division & Statistical Subdivisions, ABS Cat. No.1216.0) and determined using reported project site address postcode information.

---

**Fig. 3: Number of adjudication applications by payment claim value range 2011/12**

![Number of Application (Determination Released)](chart)

Average 77.9
Key Activity Data

- The total value of claimed amounts was in the order of $223.8 million.
- The highest and lowest claimed amount for the period was $20.7 million and $420 respectively.
- Of the total number of determinations released, applications for claimed amounts in the range between $10,000–$24,000 and $40,000–$99,000 were the two most frequently lodged applications.
- The total value of progress payments returned to claimants via the adjudication process was $77.9 million.

Table 1: Average claimed and determined amounts (by claim range) 2011/12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Amount ($)</th>
<th>Number of Applications(^1)</th>
<th>Av. Claimed Amount ($)</th>
<th>Av. Determined ($) (% of Av. Claimed Amount)</th>
<th>Number awarded 100% of the claimed amount (% of Number)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5,000</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2,749</td>
<td>2,513 (91%)</td>
<td>68 (74%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000–9,999</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>7,430</td>
<td>6,817 (92%)</td>
<td>64 (73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000–24,999</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>15,907</td>
<td>15,006 (94%)</td>
<td>103 (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000–39,999</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>32,271</td>
<td>27,805 (86%)</td>
<td>57 (56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000–99,999</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>64,819</td>
<td>51,349 (79%)</td>
<td>63 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000–249,999</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>159,014</td>
<td>120,032 (75%)</td>
<td>38 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,000–499,999</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>355,775</td>
<td>204,610 (58%)</td>
<td>12 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000–749,999</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>583,138</td>
<td>190,824 (33%)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750,000–999,999</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>913,550</td>
<td>594,515 (65%)</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 1,000,000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3,029,151</td>
<td>1,211,127 (40%)</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>779</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Determination released
Table 2: Adjudication fees (by claim range)
2011/12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Amount ($)</th>
<th>Number of Applications*</th>
<th>Av. Fees ($)</th>
<th>Av. Fees (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Respondent Share</td>
<td>Claimant Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5,000</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000-9,999</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000-24,999</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>1,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000-39,999</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2,045</td>
<td>1,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000-99,999</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2,713</td>
<td>2,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000-249,999</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>5,389</td>
<td>4,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,000-499,999</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8,026</td>
<td>6,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000-749,999</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9,952</td>
<td>6,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750,000-999,999</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17,085</td>
<td>14,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 1,000,000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18,265</td>
<td>12,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>779</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Determination released
† Av. Total Adjudication Fee expressed as a percentage of the Av. Claimed Amount (shown in Fig.6 below).
‡ Av. Respondent share expressed as a percentage of the Av. Total Adjudication Fee.
§ Av. Claimant share expressed as a percentage of the Av. Total Adjudication Fee.

Fig. 6: Av. total adjudication fee expressed as % of the av. claimed amount (by claim range)
2011/12

Table 3: Adjudication Fee Statistics
2011/12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjudication Fee Statistics†</th>
<th>Amounts ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total adjudication fees</td>
<td>2,676,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjudicators share of total adjudication fees</td>
<td>1,811,501 (67.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANA share of total adjudication fees</td>
<td>864,822 (32.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. total adjudication fee</td>
<td>3,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. total adjudication fee</td>
<td>49,529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. total adjudication fee</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Determination released

Key Activity Data

- On average, the total adjudication fee is about $3,400.
- Adjudication provides a financially viable ‘user pays’ option for those making small and large claims alike to have the dispute heard and determined by an independent third party.
Discussion

Background

The operation of the adjudication system set up under the security of payment legislation in NSW, is facilitated by Authorised Nominating Authorities (ANAs). Their function is to accept adjudication applications, refer adjudication applications to adjudicators and issue, upon request, an adjudication certificate. Each ANA is required by the NSW Department of Finance & Services (hereafter referred to as ‘the Department’) to report regularly on a variety of matters relating to adjudication applications and determinations made in NSW. Reporting is required by the Department to enable proper monitoring of trends in adjudication.

The adjudication data used for this report was generated by the ANAs and provided to the Department as part of their obligations to the Minister. The adjudication activity data used for this research covers the period from 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012. This report builds on the Department’s Quarterly Reports by attempting to subjectively interpret and give meaning to the key findings in order to identify emerging trends in adjudication. Where appropriate, the findings of previous research into the performance of the adjudication process in NSW have been referred to in this report. Finally, this report should be read in conjunction with the Department’s ‘Adjudication Activity Statistics: Quarterly Report – No. 4, 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012’ [4].

Adjudication Applications

For the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012, the total number of adjudication applications lodged with ANAs was 1,112. The aggregate amount claimed for the period was in the order of $223.8 million. The highest and lowest amounts claimed for the period are $20.7 million and $420 respectively. Table A (immediately below) shows the total number and status of adjudication applications as at the last day of the reporting period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Status</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applications lodged</td>
<td>1112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinations released</td>
<td>779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinations pending release</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications completed but not determined†</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Applications completed but not determined are applications where no determination has been released by the adjudicator and no determination is pending release. In such cases, the adjudication process has come to a premature end between lodgement of the application with the ANA and a determination being made by the appointed adjudicator.

From Table A above, it is can be seen that, of the total number of completed adjudication applications lodged with ANAs (1,112), 779 determinations had been released to the parties. At the time of writing, about 8% of the total number of completed adjudication applications were either pending determination by the adjudicator or pending release to the parties. About 22% of the total adjudication applications lodged were classified as ‘completed but not determined’.

Whilst the data collected by the Department does not indicate the reasons for individual applications being ‘completed but not determined’, previous research suggests that, in just over one-third of cases, this will occur when the parties settle the claim and seek to terminate the adjudication before a determination is made by the adjudicator, and that in just over half of cases, the adjudicator may, after accepting the adjudication application, subsequently decide that the adjudicator lacks the jurisdiction to determine the application and subsequently withdraws acceptance of the application before making a determination [5].

In recognition of the absence of data on this aspect of the adjudication process, the Department is considering requesting ANAs to report on the reasons for adjudication applications not proceeding to determination.

Provision of Payment Schedules

Section 14(1) of the NSW Act provides that the respondent may reply to a payment claim by providing a ‘payment schedule’ to the claimant. A payment schedule is, in effect, a notice that may be served on a claimant if the respondent does not intend to pay the whole of the claimed amount by the due date for payment. If the respondent fails to provide a payment schedule within the time allowed under the NSW Act, the respondent becomes liable to pay the claimed amount to the claimant on the due date for payment.

A claimant may lodge an adjudication application under one of the following sections of the Act: s.17(1)(a)(i); s.17(1)(a)(ii); or s.17(1)(b).

Firstly, where the respondent provides a payment schedule for less than the full amount claimed, and the claimant does not accept the lesser amount, the claimant is entitled to lodge an adjudication application with an ANA under s.17(1)(a)(i) of the NSW Act.

Secondly, where the respondent provides a payment schedule for the full amount claimed but fails to pay the whole (or any part) of the scheduled amount by the due date for payment, the claimant is entitled to lodge an adjudication application with an ANA under s.17(1)(a)(ii) of the NSW Act. Alternatively, where the respondent provides a payment schedule for less than the full amount claimed, and the claimant accepts the lesser amount, but the respondent fails to pay that amount by the due date for payment, the claimant is also entitled to lodge an adjudication application with an ANA under s.17(1)(a)(ii) of the NSW Act.

Finally, where the respondent fails to provide a payment schedule and fails to pay the claimed amount by the due date for payment, the claimant is entitled to lodge an adjudication application with an ANA under s.17(1)(b) of the Act. It should be noted that if an adjudication application is intended to be lodged under s.17(1)(b) of the Act, and the respondent fails to provide a payment schedule in direct response to the payment claim, s.17(2) of the NSW Act requires the
Discussion

claimant to give the respondent written notification of the claimant’s intention to apply for adjudication under the Act. This notification, in effect, gives the respondent a second opportunity to provide a payment schedule to the claimant in response to the payment claim where they have failed to provide a ‘direct-response payment schedule’.

The distribution of applications lodged according to the various scenarios described for the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012 is shown in Table B (immediately below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application by Section of the NSW Act</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17(1)(a)(i)</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17(1)(a)(ii)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17(1)(b)</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B shows that in the majority of cases (about 56%) respondents elect to provide a direct-response payment schedule to a payment claim at the first opportunity afforded by the NSW Act.

Whilst a significant minority of respondents (about 44%) elected not to provide a direct-response payment schedule, the data does not reveal how many of these respondents elected to provide a payment schedule in reply to a notification made under s.17(2) of the NSW Act. However, two likely explanations present themselves – either respondents are simply ignoring payment claims in order to delay or escape payment, or they are seeking to legitimately delay the provision of a payment schedule to the claimant by making use of the additional time allowed under the NSW Act to prepare the payment schedule.

Given the absence of data on this question, no firm conclusions can be drawn as to the reasons why some respondents choose to provide direct-response payment schedules and others delay the provision of a payment schedule until a s.17(2) notice is served. The Department is considering whether additional reporting data can be obtained to shed light on this aspect of the claiming process.

Adjudication Determinations

For the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012 a total of 779 adjudication determinations were released to the parties. The aggregate of adjudicated amounts, for applications where a determination was released, is in the order of $77.9 million (see Fig. 4, p. 4 above). This represents the aggregate amount of progress payments returned to claimants using the statutory adjudication process during 2011/12. The number of adjudication applications lodged by payment claim range is shown in Fig. 3 (p. 3 above).

Figure 3 shows, generally, that of the total number of 779 determinations released, adjudication applications made in the small to medium value claim bracket are the most frequently lodged applications by claim range, with claims of less than $250,000 being the most predominant. Figure 3 also shows that of the total number of determinations released, applications are most frequently lodged for claimed amount ranges $10,000 to $24,000 and $40,000 to $99,000. Both of these claim ranges fall within the less than $100,000 claim bracket. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Figures 5a and 5b (p. 4 above) indicate that ‘subcontractors’ and ‘contractors’ are the most frequent users of adjudication to pursue claims of less than $100,000.

One indicator of the level of success of claimants at adjudication is the proportion of the claimed amount being determined as payable by adjudicators. Figure 4 (p. 4 above) shows the proportion of the aggregate claimed amount determined by adjudicators in favour of claimants for the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012.

Figure 4 shows that, of the 779 determinations released, the aggregate of claimed amounts was $153.1 million and the aggregate of adjudicated amounts in the order of $77.9 million. These results show that adjudicators, overall, awarded claimants about half of the aggregate amount claimed for the reporting period, supporting the view that claimants tend to have only modest success at adjudication in terms of the proportion of the claimed amount awarded by adjudicators. When these results are examined by claim-range, it is apparent that the level of success of claimants at adjudication varies noticeably.

For example, Table 1 (p. 4 above) shows, firstly, that about 74% of the total number of determinations released were made in respect of claims for less than $100,000. In these cases, adjudicators determined, on average, about 84% of the claimed amount, with 62% of claimants having 100% of their claim determined in their favour.

Secondly, about 20% of the total number of determinations released were made in respect of claims in the range $100,000 to $500,000. In these cases, adjudicators determined, on average, about 63% of the claimed amount, with 33% of claimants having 100% of the claim determined in their favour.

Finally, about 7% of the total number of determinations released were made in respect of claims of $500,000 or greater. In these cases, adjudicators determined, on average, about 44% of the claimed amount, with less than 2% of claimants having 100% of the claim determined in their favour.

Overall, the data indicate that claimants making claims up to about $250,000 are notably more successful at adjudication than those making larger claims, both in terms of the average proportion of the claimed amount determined by adjudicators and the frequency of the full amount claimed being determined in favour of the claimant.

It is not clear, however, to what extent (if any) the provision of a payment schedule impacts on the level of success of claimants at adjudication in terms of the average proportion of the claimed amount determined...
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by adjudicators or the frequency of the adjudicator determining the full amount claimed in favour of the claimant. Previous research shows that, generally, claimant success at adjudication declines sharply when respondents provide a payment schedule [5].

Cost of Adjudication

One of the most important objectives of the New South Wales statutory adjudication process is to provide claimants with a rapid and inexpensive mechanism for determining disputed progress payments. This is achieved by the utilisation of experienced and independent adjudicators.

Table 3 (above) shows total adjudication fees (i.e., the fees of the ANA plus the fees and expenses of the adjudicator) for the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012 were in the order of $2.7 million. The average total adjudication fee was $3,436. The largest adjudication fee was $49,529. The smallest adjudication fee was $nil.

Under the NSW Act, adjudicators have the discretion to determine the proportion of the adjudication fees each party is required to pay. Previous research shows that when adjudicators determine a $nil adjudicated amount, respondents are generally required to pay 100% of the adjudication fees [5]. In the remainder of cases, the amount of the total adjudication fee that claimants are required to pay will vary.

The distribution of the parties’ share of the average total direct fees (by claim range) for all adjudication determinations released for the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012 is given in Table 2 (p. 5 above). It can be seen from Table 2 that respondents are, overall, required to pay the greater proportion of the total adjudication fees across the spectrum of claim values.

Figure 6 (p. 5 above) shows the average total adjudication fee expressed as a percentage of the average claimed amount (by claim range). Figure 6 shows that there is an inverse relationship between the amount claimed and the total adjudication fee when expressed as a percentage of the amount claimed.

It is interesting to note from Table 2 and Figure 6 (above) that, in relation to claimed amounts of less than $100,000, the total adjudication fee equates, on average, to only about 10.7% of the total claimed amount. This figure increases to a maximum of about 22% for the claims of less than $5,000 and decreases to a minimum of about 4% for claims between $40,000 to $99,000.

When comparing adjudication with dispute resolution processes, such as arbitration and litigation, which are processes acknowledged as being costly [6], the data indicates that adjudication is providing a financially viable option, particularly for those making claims less than $100,000, to have progress payment disputes heard and determined, albeit on an interim basis, by an independent third party. This conclusion is consistent with the data in Table 1 (p. 4 above), which shows that almost 75% of all the adjudication applications made under the NSW Act were made in relation to claims less than $100,000.

Adjudicators’ and ANAs’ share of the total adjudication fees for the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012 is shown in Table 3, p.5 above. Table 3 shows that the Adjudicators’ overall share of the total adjudication fees is about $1.8 million (or 67% of the total fees). The ANAs’ overall share of the total adjudication fees amounted to about $864,822 (or 32% of the total fees).

By way of commentary, the Department is aware that services provided by ANAs to adjudicators vary widely. For example, some ANAs go no further than nominating adjudicators for appointment and providing the adjudicator with the adjudication application. In such cases, the adjudicator is required to undertake the bulk, if not all, of the administrative functions in relation to each application (in addition to making the adjudication determination itself). Administrative functions may include establishing an office and keeping it open at all business hours on all business days, accepting service of documents, serving documents, corresponding with parties, dealing with telephone calls from parties, invoicing, proof reading, keeping accounts, collecting adjudication fees, serving adjudication determinations, dealing with challenges to the determination and filing submitting appearances in the Supreme Court. In most cases, the adjudicator will charge for this time.

Conversely, some ANAs offer adjudicators a service agreement. That is an agreement under which the ANA takes over all the administrative functions for the adjudicator. The services offered are effectively the services that a court registry might provide for a judge or magistrate. Sometimes, the ANA has to employ a considerable number of staff to provide these administrative services. Under a service agreement, the adjudicator usually agrees to pay about one-third of the adjudicator’s fees to the ANA. This usually covers all disbursements and funds the administrative functions undertaken by the ANA on behalf of the adjudicator.

The Department is also aware that some ANAs also devote considerable time and resources to promoting the legislation, including providing speakers at university and industry courses, workshops for industry participants, and operating and maintaining dedicated websites.

Conclusions

With just over 1100 adjudication applications having being made during 2011/12, the data indicates that adjudication is being highly utilised by stakeholders in the NSW building and construction industry as a means of progress payment recovery. The data reveals that claimants are highly successful at adjudication in terms of the proportion of the claimed amounts determined in their favour, particularly in relation to claims of less than $100,000.
Overall, claimants were awarded about half of the total of claimed amounts. This result, read in the light of the data showing the proportion of the claimed amounts determined by adjudicators across the individual claim ranges, indicates that adjudication is, on its face, a rigorous process for securing progress payments in the construction industry.

The data indicates that adjudication fees are generally modest enough to conclude that adjudication provides claimants across all claim ranges with a relatively inexpensive means of having disputed progress payments determined by an independent adjudicator. For those making claims of less than $250,000, adjudication is proving to be a popular choice.

The total of adjudicated amounts was in the order of $77.9 million. This amount represents the total of progress payments returned to claimants through the adjudication process. It is reasonable to conclude that the NSW Act is making a significant and positive impact on the cash flow of many in the construction industry.

Recent changes to the operation of the NSW Act, through the introduction of the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Amendment Act 2010, seek to further improve security of payment in the industry by aiding post-adjudication recovery of payments owed to claimants.

In summary, the empirical evidence suggests that the main aim of the NSW Act to improve security of payment in the building and construction industry is, to a large extent, being achieved.

****
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